
j o s e f f r a n k ’s c a r p e t m o s i a k , is a decorative composition of different fields of color that brings our 
thoughts to porcelain, stone or glass. This carpet is designed in the late 1940s, but it has, as far as known, 
never been produced before.  Carpet Mosaik is made according to Josef Frank’s philosophy that carpets 
should show a real, preferably decorated surface, that gives a feeling of solid ground under your feet. 

d e s i g n:   Josef Frank / s to r l e k:260 x 300 cm 

C A R PET MOSA IK



mat e r i a l  Wool. 

c a r e i n s t ru c t i o n s Effective vacuuming is the easiest and most environmentally friendly cleaning method. 
Do not use a vacuum cleaner with a rotary brush nozzle on long pile rugs where there is a risk of damaging 
the yarn and the twisted thread pairs. Note that it is quite normal for the rug to loose individual fibres when 
used, these are excess fibres and does not affect the general quality of the rug. If you want to get rid of excess 
fibres faster, you can vacuum the rug daily for an initial period.

To get a more even exposure to sunlight and wear, we recommend that you rotate the rug regularly.

To remove dry stains, we recommend scraping. Begin from the edge of the stain and scrape towards the cen-
tre. Take care not to damage the fibres. Remove wet stains by laying kitchen roll on the stain. Then use warm 
water and a cloth or sponge. Dampen the stain, soak up the water, then repeat the process until the stain is 
gone. Be careful not to wet the rug too much, as this can affect the glue which holds the yarns in place. Re-
member that hand tufted rugs in linen are sensitive to water, so take particular care with the amount of water 
you use. Do not rub the stain, as that makes it more difficult to remove, and can also damage the fibres. On 
greasy and other difficult stains, you can use a ph-neutral, bleach-free cleaner. Sponge thoroughly to remove 
all traces of the cleaner, so that the fibres can regain their natural properties.
 Residual cleaner can cause allergies. 

Professional cleaning
We recommend that the rug is cleaned by a professional cleaner, using the extraction method on a flat sur-
face.

C A R PET MOSA IK

STANDARD 1

HEIGHT OF CUT PILE

ITEM NUMBER 

260 x 300 cm

 12 mm

102903

Svenskt Tenn is an interior design company with retail stores at Strandvägen in Stockholm and online. Since 1975, Svenskt Tenn
is owned by the Kjell and Märta Beijer Foundation, which provides research grants within ecology, medicine and the preservation of 
Swedish interior design traditions.


